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Knowledge and Enchantment

It appears that knowledge has an expectatic dimension just like the endless progression of one’s enjoyment in the divine communion in God’s kingdom. Yet one of the beauties of the world consists of its enchantment that is related to its mystery.

Do we enchant the world or is the world enchanting us? Who sings to whom? We sing to the world when we celebrate its beauty and mystery, and the world sings to us from cradle to tomb when it envelopes us with the sound of the wind, of leaves and waves and of the stars.

And is knowledge an attempt to take the veil away, to desecrate the world’s mystery and beauty, its silence, or is it an attempt to better understand it in order to celebrate it more appropriately?

This topic invites such kind of questions and many others from different disciplines that complement each other and that together can help us adopt a better and more adequate position coram mundo and coram Deo. 

Th.D.